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Authentication

Thanks to Vitaly Shmatikov, Dan Boneh, Dieter Gollmann, Dan Halperin, John 
Manferdelli, John Mitchell, Bennet Yee, and many others for sample slides and 

materials ...



Goals for Today

 Authentication

 Lab 2 due Wednesday

 Tentative plan:
• Hw3 out this Thursday (tentative!)
• Lab3 out on Monday

 Reminder:  Transparencies are online



Q1: How should we store passwords on a server?

Q2: What threats are you worried about?

Server Authentication



How should we store passwords on a server?
• In cleartext?
• Encrypted?
• Hashed?

UNIX-Style Passwords

 t4h97t4m43
 fa6326b1c2
 N53uhjr438
 Hgg658n53
 …

user

system password file
“cypherpunk”

hash
function



Password Hashing

 Instead of user password, store H(password)
When user enters password, compute its hash and 

compare with entry in password file
• System does not store actual passwords!
• System itself can’t easily go from hash to password

– Which would be possible if the passwords were encrypted

Hash function H must have some properties
• One-way: given H(password), hard to find password

– No known algorithm better than trial and error
– The attacker doesn’t need to find the password, just a 

password that hashes to the stored value

• “Slow” to compute



(Early) UNIX Password System
 Uses DES encryption as if it were a hash function

• Encrypt NULL string using password as the key
– Truncates passwords to 8 characters!

• Artificial slowdown: run DES 25 times
– Why 25 times?  Slowdowns like these are important in practice!

• (“Don’t use DES like this at home.”)
 Modern Unix systems, option between:

• MD5
• SHA-256
• SHA-512
• Blowfish (sometimes)



UNIX Password System
Approach: Hash passwords
Problem: passwords are not truly random

• With 52 upper- and lower-case letters, 10 digits and 32 
punctuation symbols, there are 948 ≈ 6 quadrillion 
possible 8-character passwords (around 252)

• Humans like to use dictionary words, human and pet 
names ≈ 1 million common passwords 



Dictionary Attack
Password file /etc/passwd

• World readable on some systems (especially older ones)
• Could be accessed by attacker who compromises system

Dictionary attack is possible because many 
passwords come from a small dictionary
• Attacker can compute H(word) for every word in the 

dictionary and see if the result is in the password file
• With 1,000,000-word dictionary and assuming 10 guesses 

per second, brute-force online attack takes 50,000 
seconds (14 hours) on average
– This is very conservative.  Offline attack is much faster!



Dictionary Attack
Password file /etc/passwd

• World readable on some systems (especially older ones)
• Could be accessed by attacker who compromises system

Dictionary attack is possible because many 
passwords come from a small dictionary
• Attacker can compute H(word) for every word in the 

dictionary and see if the result is in the password file
• With 1,000,000-word dictionary and assuming 10 guesses 

per second, brute-force online attack takes 50,000 
seconds (14 hours) on average
– This is very conservative.  Offline attack is much faster!

• As described (H(word)), could just create dictionary of 
“word to H(word)” mapping once -- for all users!!



Salt

alice:fURxfg,4hLBX:14510:30:Alice:/u/alice:/bin/csh

/etc/passwd entry
salt
(chosen randomly when
password is first set)

hash(salt,pwd)Password

• Users with the same password have different entries in the 
password file 

• Online dictionary attack is still possible!  (Precomputed 
dictionaries possible too -- but significantly more expensive.)

Basically, encrypt NULL plaintext



Advantages of Salting

Without salt, attacker can pre-compute hashes of 
all dictionary words once for all password entries
• Same hash function on all UNIX machines
• Identical passwords hash to identical values; one table 

of hash values can be used for all password files
With salt, attacker must compute hashes of all 

dictionary words once for each password entry
• With 12-bit random salt, same password can hash to 212 

different hash values
• Attacker must try all dictionary words for each salt value 

in the password file
Pepper:  Secret salt (not stored in password file)



Other Password Issues
Keystroke loggers

• Hardware
• Software / Spyware

Shoulder surfing
Online vs offline attacks

• Online:  slower, easier to respond
Multi-site authentication

• Share passwords?





Recovery Passwords

 http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2008/09/palin-e-mail-ha/ 



Wired cover story (Dec 2012)



Password Reuse 

 http://www.lightbluetouchpaper.org/2011/02/09/measuring-password-re-
use-empirically/ 



Question?

Q1:  How do you handle passwords today?
Q2:  How would you like to handle passwords in 

the future?
• Q2.1:  What new things would you need to be created 

in order for you to do that?



Image from http://www.interactivetools.com/staff/dave/damons_office/



Classroom Survey
Who here...

• repeats 1 password across many sites?

• uses 1 password with site-specific variations?

• uses 2 passwords, one low-security and one high-security 
for special sites?

• uses truly unique passwords for special sites?

• uses a truly unique password on every site?

• Does something else?



“Improving” Passwords

Add biometrics
• For example, keystroke dynamics or voiceprint
• Revocation is often a problem with biometrics

Graphical passwords
• Goal: easier to remember?  no need to write down?

Password managers
Two-factor authentication

• Leverages user’s phone (or other device) for 
authentication



Two-Factor Authentication



Password Reuse





Paper Published at SOUPS 2012:



Graphical Passwords

 Images are easy for humans to process and 
remember
• Especially if you invent a memorable story to go along 

with the images
Dictionary attacks on graphical passwords are 

difficult 
• Images are believed to be very “random” (is this true?)

Still not a perfect solution (even if above true)
• Need infrastructure for displaying and storing images
• Shoulder surfing



Graphical Password Systems

• Cognometric schemes 
– present a set of images, 
– authentication requires selection of correct 

images
• Locimetric Schemes

– presents a single image, with authentication 
requiring clicking on regions of the image

• Drawmetric Schemes
– require drawing figures or doodles to 

authenticate. 

Slides from Kate Everitt



Passfaces Corporation    ■     175 Admiral Cochrane Drive     ■     Annapolis, Maryland  21401     ■     1.800.682.0604

How Passfaces Works

Users Are Assigned a Set of 5* Passfaces

User InterfaceLibrary of Faces

* Typical implementation – 3 to 7 possible as standard



Passfaces Corporation    ■     175 Admiral Cochrane Drive     ■     Annapolis, Maryland  21401     ■     1.800.682.0604

How Passfaces Works

n 5 Passfaces are Associated with 40 associated decoys
n Passfaces are presented in five 3 by 3 matrices each having 

1 Passface and 8 decoys





Empirical Results

Experimental study of 154 computer science 
students at Johns Hopkins and Carnegie Mellon

Conclusions:
• “… faces chosen by users are highly affected by the race 

of the user… the gender and attractiveness of the faces 
bias password choice… In the case of male users, we 
found this bias so severe that we do not believe it 
possible to make this scheme secure against an online 
attack…”

2 guesses enough for 10% of male users
8 guesses enough for 25% of male users



What about multiple passwords?

• 109 participants in a 5 week study
• Email-based prompts to access the study 

website and authenticate
• Study emails were sent on Tuesday, 

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
• Participants were allowed a maximum of 

three login attempts

Slides from Kate Everitt



Study Conditions

Slides from Kate Everitt

Frequency, interference, and training do play a role in memorability



Variants...

Recall that there also exist: click-based graphical 
passwords, drawing-based passwords, ...



Uses of graphical passwords?
For what applications might graphical passwords be 

particularly useful?



Multi-Factor Authentication
Passwords are easy to steal from users, often 
guessable, and websites get broken into all the time.

For better security, require two or more factors:

Something you know (e.g., password)
Something you have (e.g., key, smart card, phone)
Something you are (biometrics)



What About Biometrics?
Authentication:  What you are
Unique identifying characteristics to authenticate 

user or create credentials
• Biological and physiological:  Fingerprints, iris scan
• Behaviors characteristics - how perform actions:  

Handwriting, typing, gait
Advantages:

• Nothing to remember
• Passive
• Can’t share (generally)
• With perfect accuracy, could be fairly unique



Overview [from Matsumoto]

Tsutomu Matsumoto’s image, from http://web.mit.edu/6.857/
OldStuff/Fall03/ref/gummy-slides.pdf 

Dashed lines for enrollment; solid for verification or identification



Biometric Error Rates (Non-Adversarial)

“Fraud rate” vs. “insult rate”
• Fraud = system incorrectly accepts (false accept)
• Insult = system rejects valid user (false reject)

 Increasing acceptance threshold increases fraud 
rate, decreases insult rate

For biometrics, U.K. banks set target fraud rate of 
1%, insult rate of 0.01%   [Ross Anderson]



Biometrics

Face recognition (by a computer algorithm)
• High error rates even under reasonable variations in 

lighting, viewpoint and expression
Fingerprints

• Traditional method for identification
• 1911: first US conviction on fingerprint evidence
• U.K. traditionally requires 16-point match

– Probability of false match is 1 in 10 billion
– No successful challenges until 2000

• Fingerprint damage impairs recognition



Other Biometrics
 Iris scanning

• Irises are very random, but stable through life
– Different between the two eyes of the same individual

• 256-byte iris code based on concentric rings between the 
pupil and the outside of the iris

• Equal error rate better than 1 in a million
• Among best biometric mechanisms

Hand geometry
• Used in nuclear premises entry control, INSPASS 

(discontinued in 2002)



Other Biometrics
Vein

• Pattern on back of hand
Handwriting
Typing

• Timings for character sequences
Gait
DNA



Issues with Biometrics

Private, but not secret
• Maybe encoded on the back of an ID card?
• Maybe encoded on your glass, door handle, ...
• Sharing between multiple systems?

Revocation is difficult (impossible?)
• Sorry, your iris has been compromised, please create a 

new one...
Physically identifying

• Soda machine to cross-reference fingerprint with DMV?
Birthday paradox

• With false accept rate of 1 in a million, probability of false 
match is above 50% with only 1609 samples



Issues with Biometrics

Anecdotally, car jackings went up when it became 
harder to steal cars without the key

But what if you need your fingerprint to start your 
car?
• Stealing cars becomes harder
• So what would the car thieves have to do?



Risks of Biometrics

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/4396831.stm


